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 Extracting Social Events based on Timeline and User 
Reliability Analysis on Twitter （Chonbuk National 
University, Republic of Korea） 

 To extract reliable low-frequency events as well as 
high-frequency events 

 Propose an event extraction method based on timeline 
and user behavior analysis. 



 Event extraction based on temporal LDA model  



 Reliable user detection  

 Detecting socially well-known users. 

 tend to have a lot number of tweets and retweets. 

 HITS algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 Detecting active users.  

 

 

 



Event filtering based on reliable users 





Bilingually Learning Word Senses for Translation 

 learns word sense clusters and then uses learned 
contextual information for classifying expressions 
according to the sense of ambiguous words occurring there.  

 Approach 
 Selection of Word Senses 

 ISTRION EN-PT lexicon 

 850.000 English-Portuguese 

 Features Extraction 
 Parallel corpus, window 

 Features Correlation 

 Clusters Construction 
 X-means 

 



Iterative Bilingual Lexicon Extraction 
from Comparable Corpora 
with Topical and Contextual Knowledge 

 Present a bilingual lexicon extraction system that is 
based on a novel combination of topic model and 
context based methods. 

 



Topic Model Based Method  
 TI+Cue measure 

 
 

 TI measure 
 Source and target word vectors constructed over a shared space of 

cross-lingual topics. 
 Each dimension of the vectors is a TF-ITF (term frequency -inverse 

topic frequency) score. 
 Cosine similarity 

 Cue measure 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 



Context Based Method 

 Window-based context 

 window size of 4  

 TF-IDF 

 project the source vector onto the vector space of the 
target language using a seed dictionary. 

  Cosine similarity 

 



Combination 



K denotes the number of topics and N denotes the number of translation 
candidates for a word we compared in our experiments. 



How Document Properties affect 
Document Relatedness Measures(1) 

 how document properties (word count, term 
frequency, cohesiveness, genre) affect the quality of 
unsupervised document relatedness measures (Google 
trigram model and vector space model). 

 



How Document Properties affect 
Document Relatedness Measures(2) 
 Dataset 

 Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS). 
 399 ASRS reports, 96 words on average 
 Incursion (collision hazard) (165), Altitude deviation (59), Fire or smoke 

problems (62), and Security Concern Threat (116) 

 Medical Vigilance Report List (Med) 
 659 vigilance  reports, 19 words on average 
 Software (298) or hardware (361) 

 Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL). 
 Titles  

 1152 titles, 7 words on average 
 Poultry (297), Zoology (289), Agriculture (297),Botany (269) 

 Introductions 
 338, 152 words on average 
 Sheep (58), Biochemistry (63), Dairying(64), Bacteriology (94), Tobacco 

(59). 
 
 

 



How Document Properties affect 
Document Relatedness Measures(3) 

 Document Relatedness Models 
 Vector Space Model (VSM). 
 Google Trigram Model (GTM). 

 
 
 

 kNN-Classication 
 Document Attribute Values 

 Word Count: The number of words within a document. 
 Term Frequency: A normalized average of the frequency of 

each word 
 Cohesion: The average word similarity 

 

 



How Document Properties affect 
Document Relatedness Measures(4) 



Credible or Incredible? 
Dissecting Urban Legends（1） 

 Urban legends are a genre of modern folklore, 
consisting of stories about rare and exceptional events, 
just plausible enough to be believed. 

 



Credible or Incredible? 
Dissecting Urban Legends（2） 

 UL should mimic the details of news (who, where, 
when) to be credible, and they should be emotional 
and readable like the story of a fairy tale to be catchy 
and memorable. 

 Dataset 
 Urban Legends, 5000 

 News Articles, 400.000 Google News articles 

 Fairy Tales, 1860 

 Feature  
 NE, Temporal Expressions, Sentiment (SENT), 

Readability 

 
 



Credible or Incredible? 
Dissecting Urban Legends（3） 
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